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Abstract—Clustering is a primitive and important operator
that analyzes a given dataset to discover its hidden patterns
and features. Because datasets are usually updated dynamically
(i.e., it accepts continuous insertions and arbitrary deletions),
analyzing such dynamic data is also an important topic, and
dynamic clustering effectively supports it, but is a challenging
problem. In this paper, we consider the problem of density-
peaks clustering (DPC) on dynamic data. DPC is one of the
density-based clustering algorithms and attracts attention for
many applications, due to its effectiveness. We investigate the
hardness of this problem theoretically to measure the efficiencies
of dynamic DPC algorithms. We prove that any exact solutions
are costly, and propose an approximation algorithm to enable
faster updates. We conduct experiments on real datasets, and
the results confirm that our algorithm is much faster and more
accurate than state-of-the-art.

Index Terms—dynamic data, density-peaks clustering, metric
space

I. INTRODUCTION

Clustering is a primitive operator for data science, discovers
patterns and events hidden in datasets, and supports data
analysts in understanding the features of datasets. Therefore,
clustering techniques in metric spaces have been studied in a
wide range of fields, e.g., information retrieval [1], databases
[2], data mining [3], artificial intelligence [4], and machine
learning [5]. This paper considers density-peaks clustering
(DPC) [6], one of the density-based clustering algorithms.

DPC forms clusters of a set P of objects based on local
density and dependent distance. Given an object p ∈ P and
a user-specified cutoff threshold dcut, its local density, ρ, is
the number of other objects p′ such that the distance between
p and p′ is no larger than dcut. DPC obtains the dependent
object of p, which is the nearest object to p with local density
> ρ. The dependent distance of p, δ, is the distance between
p and its dependent object. In DPC, a cluster center has
the maximum local density (i.e., density-peak) among the
objects in the cluster, so its dependent distance should be
large. Informally, DPC considers objects with long dependent
distances as cluster centers.

EXAMPLE 1. Fig. 1(a) depicts a set of objects, and there are
three clusters. Given dcut, for each object, DPC computes
its local density and dependent distance. The pair ⟨ρ, δ⟩ of
each object is mapped to a 2-dimensional space, as shown
in Fig. 1(b), which is called a decision graph. The decision
graph shows that three objects have much longer dependent

(a) Set of objects
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(b) Decision graph

Fig. 1. An example of mapping objects to a decision graph

distances than the others. This suggests that there are three
clusters in the object set, as can be visually seen in Fig. 1(a).

Once cluster centers are determined, the other objects belong
to the clusters of their dependent objects.

Motivation. DPC has several advantages: (i) It is unsupervised
and does not require a priori knowledge to see the number of
potential clusters, thanks to the decision graph (see Example
1). (ii) It can deal with arbitrary shaped clusters, whereas
center-based clustering, such as k-center clustering [7], cannot.
(iii) It can effectively divide a space with multiple density-
peaks into different clusters even if there exist objects close to
multiple clusters, while DBSCAN [8], which is also a famous
density-based clustering, cannot cluster such datasets well [9],
[10] (see Section VII for detail). Because of these advantages,
DPC has been widely employed in data science applications.
Concrete examples include graphics [11], neuroscience [12],
time-series analysis [13], and visitor behavior analysis [14].

Because of the proliferation of IoT environments, in many
applications, datasets are dynamically updated, i.e., new ob-
jects are inserted continuously and unnecessary objects are
removed arbitrarily [15]–[18]. It is hence important to maintain
clusters on dynamic data. Actually, the effectiveness of dy-
namic DPC in real-life applications has been already demon-
strated. Gong et al. have shown that dynamic DPC effectively
summarizes news topics online and is useful for news recom-
mendation [19]. Ulanova et al. have tested DPC on three types
of dynamic data: flying insect behaviors, human heartbeats,
and mice ultrasonic vocalizations [20], and confirmed that
dynamic DPC is more accurate than DBSCAN-based dynamic
clustering. Their collaborators (domain experts) demonstrated



that the results of dynamic DPC provide meaningful knowl-
edge. Zhang et al. have observed that dynamic DPC provides
effective results on industrial IoT data [21].

The above works have demonstrated the importance of
dynamic DPC, but they have issues regarding scalability.
For example, [20] does not consider how to update depen-
dent objects, and [21] incurs O(n2) time to update clusters
for an object insertion, where n is the number of objects.
EDMStream [19] reduces the number of processed objects
with a sampling-like approach. However, because of this,
as our experimental results confirm, its accuracy is low. Its
efficiency, moreover, is dependent on a hyper-parameter, and
its appropriate value is hard to specify.

Due to the dynamic nature of datasets generated in many
real-life applications and the importance of dynamic DPC,
its computational efficiency is worth addressing. We therefore
address the problem of DPC on dynamic data.

Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to consider metric DPC in a general dynamic setting,
which allows arbitrary object insertions and deletions. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Computational hardness of dynamic DPC in metric spaces
(Section IV). Because prior works have not considered the
hardness of dynamic DPC in metric spaces, their optimality
is not known. We prove that dynamic DPC in metric spaces
requires Ω(n) time to solve exactly for a single update (i.e.,
object insertion/deletion) under a fixed dimensionality.

(2) Approximation algorithm for fast update (Section V).
Because any exact solutions require Ω(n) time (i.e., an ex-
pensive update cost) even for a single update, we consider
a new approximation algorithm that updates the dependency
relationships with faster update time. First, we prove that
heuristic approaches are required for approximate dynamic
density-peaks clustering. We then devise a new graph-based
data structure that takes approximately O(log2 m+ρ̂) expected
time for local density update, where m is the number of objects
generated so far and ρ̂ is an approximate local density of an
object inserted/deleted. Because our new approximate local
density computation yields highly accurate ρ̂, density-peak
spaces are preserved. For each object, by setting its close
object with higher local density as its dependent object, we can
efficiently update dependency relationships. For example, in an
insertion case, our algorithm practically needs Õ(ρ̂) time1 to
update dependency relationships, which is much faster than
Ω(n) time.

(3) Experiments on real-life dynamic data (Section VI). We
conduct experiments using real dynamic data. The experi-
mental results show that our algorithm significantly improves
update time while keeping a clustering result with high accu-
racy: it outperforms state-of-the-art w.r.t. both update time and
accuracy.

In addition to the above contents, we formally define dynamic
DPC in Section II and review related works in Section VII.

1The representation of Õ(·) ignores polylogarithmic factors.

This paper is concluded in Section VIII.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We assume a general dynamic setting, where new objects
can be inserted into a system and arbitrary objects can be
removed from the system. A dataset update corresponds to an
object insertion or deletion, and it comes one by one [17], [19],
[22]. Let P be a set of objects generated so far. In addition, let
Pactive be a set of objects generated so far and not removed
(i.e., objects in P−Pactive are deleted objects), and |Pactive| =
n. We consider clustering objects in Pactive. Density-peaks
clustering (DPC) uses local density and dependent distance to
form clusters [6]. We first define these.
DEFINITION 1 (LOCAL DENSITY). Given a user-specified cut-
off distance dcut, the local density of an object pi ∈ Pactive,
denoted by ρi, is

ρi = |{pj | dist(pi, pj) ≤ dcut, pj ∈ Pactive}|, (1)

where i ̸= j and dist(pi, pj) shows the distance between pi
and pj .
We assume that the distance function satisfies that (i)
dist(p, p′) = 0 if p = p′, (ii) dist(p, p′) = dist(p′, p),
and (iii) triangle inequality. Here, let P+

i be a set of objects
pj ∈ Pactive such that ρi < ρj . To define dependent distance,
we define dependent object:
DEFINITION 2 (DEPENDENT OBJECT). The dependent object
of pi ∈ Pactive is

qi = argmin
pj∈P+

i

dist(pi, pj). (2)

Then, dependent distance follows:
DEFINITION 3 (DEPENDENT DISTANCE). The dependent dis-
tance of pi ∈ Pactive, denoted by δi, is

δi = dist(pi, qi). (3)

From Definition 2, the object p with the maximum local den-
sity in Pactive cannot have its dependent object. We therefore
set δ = ∞.

DPC optionally determines noises from a user-specified
threshold ρmin to remove objects with small local densities.
DEFINITION 4 (NOISE). Iff ρi ≤ ρmin, pi ∈ Pactive is a noise.
Next, based on dependent distance and a user-specified thresh-
old δmin, we define cluster center.
DEFINITION 5 (CLUSTER CENTER). Given δmin, a non-noise
object pi ∈ Pactive is a cluster center iff δi ≥ δmin.
Thanks to the decision graph, δmin (and ρmin) can be intu-
itively specified. For example, in Fig. 1(b), δmin is specified
so that the three objects with the largest dependent distance
are selected as cluster centers.

For a cluster center pi, we re-define its dependent object as
itself. Consider non-noise objects pj such that qj = pi. We
see that pj belongs to the cluster of pi. Also, objects, whose
dependent objects are pj , belong to the cluster of pi. In this
sense, we say that an object p is reachable from a cluster



(a) Dependency relationships be-
tween objects. Darker (red) colors
show denser local density.

(b) Dependency relationships after
a new object insertion (white ob-
ject)

Fig. 2. An example of Problem 2. The lines represent dependency relation-
ships between objects.

center pi if pi can reach p by traversing dependent objects, so
a cluster defined by DPC follows:

DEFINITION 6 (CLUSTER). A cluster of Pactive whose center
is pi is a set of non-noise objects in Pactive that are reachable
from pi.

Then, the problem of dynamic density-peaks clustering is:

PROBLEM 1 (DYNAMIC DENSITY-PEAKS CLUSTERING).
Given Pactive, dcut, ρmin, and δmin, the dynamic density-
peaks clustering is to maintain clusters of Pactive based on
Definition 6.

Because of object insertions and deletions, the local density
and the dependent distance of each object are dynamic. It is
hence desirable to specify ρmin, and δmin on-demand. This
on-demand clustering query for dynamic data is common in
the literature, e.g., [17], [20], [22], [23]. Once cluster centers
are determined, cluster label propagation is done in Θ(n) time
by traversing dependent objects from the cluster centers in a
breadth-first search manner.

EXAMPLE 2. In Fig. 2(a), the black lines represent the depen-
dency relationships between objects in Fig. 1(a). Each object
and line respectively can be considered as a vertex and an edge
of a graph. The color of each node shows its local density, and
darker (red) is denser. We see that cluster label propagation
is done in a manner of breadth-first search.

Now it is important to see that, for efficiently solving
Problem 1, we have to address the following problem:

PROBLEM 2 (DEPENDENT OBJECT MONITORING). Given
Pactive and dcut, for each p ∈ Pactive, this problem is to
monitor (ρ and) q.

EXAMPLE 3. In Fig. 2(b), we have a new object (white object),
which is inserted into Pactive. The gray circles centered at the
corresponding objects are balls with radius dcut. Problem 2
computes the local density of the new object while updating
the local densities of the corresponding objects. Then, the
dependent object of the new object is computed while updating
the dependent objects of the existing objects (in this example,
they remain the same).

In this paper, we address Problem 2, because Problem 1 is
accordingly solved by solving Problem 2. Table I summarizes

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF SYMBOLS

Symbol Description
P a set of objects generated so far
Pactive a set of objects generated so far and not removed
p an object
n cardinality of Pactive

m cardinality of P
dist(p, p′) distance between p and p′

dcut cutoff distance (parameter for DPC)
ρ (ρ̂) (approximate) local density of p
q (q̂) (approximate) dependent object of p
pstart the start node of our index
pANN approximate nearest neighbor of p
N̂ a set of objects p s.t. ρ̂ is updated

the symbols frequently used in this paper.

III. BASELINE ALGORITHMS

Semi-static algorithm is an exact solution to Problem 2.
Given a new object p, this algorithm computes its local density
through a linear scan of Pactive while updating the local
densities of other objects pi such that dist(p, pi) ≤ dcut [20].
(When p is removed from Pactive, this algorithm updates ρi
through a linear scan as well.) It can be seen that, because of
the local density update, the dependent object of each object
in Pactive can be updated. Therefore, this algorithm computes
q for each p ∈ Pactive from scratch2.

This algorithm needs O(n) time to update the local densities
of all objects, and it incurs O(n2) time to update dependent
objects. Clearly, this is not acceptable, even for a moderate n,
and does not achieve real-time monitoring.

EDMStream [19] is a state-of-the-art approximate solution.
The basic idea of EDMStream is to ignore a new object pi if
there is an existing seed object pj such that dist(pi, pj) ≤ r,
where r is a hyper-parameter, and EDMStream sets qi = pj .
EDMStream forms clusters based on a set of seeds. The local
density of each seed is obtained from Equation (1), but its
dependent object is the nearest seed with higher local density.

Given a new object pi, it is absorbed to its nearest seed pj if
dist(pi, pj) ≤ r. Otherwise, pi becomes a seed. EDMStream
then updates the local density of each seed, as with the semi-
static algorithm. After that, EDMStream updates the dependent
object of each seed pj if necessary. For example, let p be the
dependent object of pj before pi is inserted. If there exists a
seed p′ with ρ′ > ρj and dist(p, pj) > dist(p′, pj) because
of the local density update, the dependent object of pj has to
be updated to p′. Object deletions can be handled similarly
to object insertions. However, if a seed object is removed,
EDMStream needs to select a new seed from a set of objects
absorbed by the removed object and needs to compute its local
density and update the dependency relationships.

When EDMStream needs to update the dependent object of
a seed, it suffers from a large search space, typically rendering
O(n) time for each seed p that needs to update q. Besides, it

2 [21] assumes that the number of cluster centers is known (and this is not
practical). Without this, [21] also corresponds to this semi-static algorithm.



is difficult to specify an appropriate r, because its optimized
value is highly dependent on data distributions. This object
aggregation approach may not be able to accurately identify
noises and borders between different clusters. Our empirical
study observes that EDMStream does not yield high accuracy
for our problem.

IV. HARDNESS OF DYNAMIC DPC
Assume that dimensionality is fixed, i.e., dist(·, ·) is ob-

tained in O(1) time. The computational hardness of exact
dynamic DPC in metric spaces is seen below.
THEOREM 1. Given an update (object insertion or deletion),
Problem 2 in metric spaces requires Ω(n) time to solve exactly.
PROOF. Computing the dependent object of an object pi ∈
Pactive corresponds to computing the nearest neighbor of pi
among P+

i . In metric spaces, an exact nearest neighbor search
requires Ω(n) time on a set of n objects [24] — (⋆).

Here, assume that the local density of each object is distinct.
This is true in practice, if we add a random value ∈ (0, 1)
to ρi for each pi ∈ Pactive [6]. For ease of presentation, let
ρi < ρi+1 for each i ∈ [1, n−1], to have distinct local density,
and we have |P+

i | = n − i. The amortized size of P+
i is

1
n

∑n
i=1(n− i) = O(n). From this fact and (⋆), this theorem

holds. □

This theorem proves that any exact solutions need Ω(n) time
for an update. Besides, the worst case is always O(n2) time.
This is because we need Ω(n) time for each object that needs
to update its dependent object and the number of such objects
can be O(n) for an update in the worst case. To conclude, any
exact solutions are clearly expensive, and we need to design
an approximate solution. Actually, many applications allow
approximate results to achieve a fast update time [14], [17],
[19], [21], [25]–[29]. To improve the update efficiency, we
have to approximate the local density of each p ∈ Pactive,
because its exact computation incurs Ω(n) time. However, if
we do this, we have the following result:
THEOREM 2. Assume that the local density of each object
in Pactive is approximated and its exact local density is not
known. Under this approximation, it is hard to guarantee the
clustering quality in the DPC problem.
PROOF. If ρi is approximated for each p ∈ Pactive, the
dependent objects of all objects in Pactive may not be cor-
rect, because P+ of each p is approximated. Therefore, the
dependent distances of them are also approximated. We now
see that an approximate dependent distance of an exact cluster
center can be arbitrarily smaller than the exact one. This leads
to no guarantee of returning the correct cluster centers. From
this fact, Theorem 2 is clear. □

This theorem suggests that faster update time than Ω(n)
and approximation guarantee w.r.t. quality cannot be satisfied
simultaneously. The theoretical results of Theorems 1 and
2 suggest that dynamic DPC requires a heuristic approach
providing fast update time and empirically accurate clustering
result. Therefore, in this paper, we devise such an approxima-
tion algorithm for dynamic DPC.

V. OUR SOLUTION

Main ideas. Our idea for obtaining a clustering result with
high accuracy is to keep the local density distribution accurate.
The dependency relationships are formed toward density-peak
spaces. If the local density of each object is approximated but
its distribution is similar to the exact case, each p can still
catch a space where p should depend on, and the density-peak
space is also preserved.

To keep an accurate local density distribution, for each
object, its approximate local density should be similar to those
of other objects with small distances. Our novel approach
to approximate dynamic DPC achieves this by exploiting a
proximity graph. This is motivated by the following reasons.
First, w.r.t. both computational efficiency and accuracy in
the approximate k-NN search problem, recent studies have
confirmed that graph-based approaches outperform the other
approaches [30], [31]. The local density computation is essen-
tially a range search—one kind of similarity search problem—
so a graph-based approach potentially yields high efficiency
and accuracy for approximate local density computation. Sec-
ond, given a query object, a graph-based approach finds its
similar objects through greedy graph traversal. A proximity
graph has edges between objects with small distances, so
similar query objects tend to traverse similar parts of the graph.
This results in similar approximate local densities for objects
with small distances.

We next need an approach that can quickly update depen-
dency relationships. Our idea for achieving this is to employ
an optimistic approach. This idea is derived from two facts.
(1) An update does not affect dependency relationships much,
as in Example 2. (2) For each object p, its close object with
higher local density is sufficient as its approximate dependent
object. From Fig. 2(a), it is easy to see that, if the distance
between an object and its approximate dependent object is
sufficiently small, the clustering quality does not degrade.
Then, it can be seen that, if pi keeps ρ̂i < ρ̂j , where ρ̂
represents the approximate local density of p and pj is an
approximate dependent object of pi, we do not need to update
(check) an approximate dependent object of pi. In other words,
only when we have ρ̂i ≥ ρ̂j because of an object insertion or
deletion, we update the approximate dependent object of pi. In
this case, we use the fact that dcut is small, to quickly update
dependency relationships.

Overall procedure. Given an update (object insertion or dele-
tion), our algorithm first updates approximate local densities
with our graph index (Section V-A), and then updates the index
(Section V-B). After that, it updates approximate dependent
objects (Section V-C).

A. Local Density Update

A similarity search on a graph index is essentially done by
a greedy algorithm. Note that nodes in a graph are objects
in P . Given a query object p and a start node of the graph
pstart, a greedy algorithm traverses the graph from pstart.
This algorithm finds a node p′ such that dist(p, pstart) >



dist(p, p′) and (pstart, p
′) ∈ E(pstart), where E(pstart) is

a set of edges of pstart. If there exists p′, it next explores
the edges of p′. This iteration is repeated until no objects can
update the result.

In graph-based similarity search algorithms, there are two
main graph types: a small world network model [32], [33]
and a monotonic path model [30], [34]. The advantage of the
small world network model is that the path length between two
arbitrary nodes is O(log n). That is, this model avoids long
hops for graph traversal. On the other hand, the advantage of
the monotonic path model is that, given two nodes p and p′,
there exists at least one path p → pi → · · · → pi+j → p′ such
that dist(p, p′) ≥ dist(pi, p

′) ≥ · · · ≥ dist(pi+j , p
′) (i.e.,

the distance to the destination node monotonically decreases).
As a greedy algorithm traverses nodes so that the distance to
query is closer, the monotonic path is useful for keeping high
accuracy.
Data structure. Our new graph index is designed so that it has
both the advantages. Specifically, our graph has the following
properties:
• It has a fixed start node, which is the object generated first.
• The degree of this graph is O(logm), where m = |P |.
• It has a monotonic path from the start node to an arbitrary

node.
• The expected length of the above monotonic path is

O(logm).
• Apart from edges, each node pi has a set Si of objects pj

such that dist(pi, pj) ≤ dcut

2 (pj belongs to only one node).
It is important to note that the nodes of this graph do not
have to be in Pactive. We do not delete nodes, even if
the corresponding objects are deleted, to avoid expensive
graph updates. The last property also helps to reduce the
number of distance computations, since if a new object p
and a node pi have dist(p, pi) ≤ dcut

2 , all objects pj ∈ Si

have dist(p, pj) ≤ dcut from triangle inequality. The above
properties derive a new output-sensitive approximate range
search algorithm (Theorem 3).

How to dynamically build (update) this graph is presented
in Section V-B. This section focuses on how to update an
approximate local density of each object on this graph when
we have an insertion or a deletion, under an assumption that
our graph index always keeps the above properties.
The algorithm. We propose an approximate local density
update algorithm that is based on a new approximate range
search. This algorithm takes two phases: (1) ANN (approx-
imate nearest neighbor) search phase and (2) Range search
phase. In a nutshell, given an object p inserted/deleted, this
algorithm first finds pANN , an ANN of p, by using the
greedy algorithm in [32], then finds objects p′ such that
dist(p, p′) ≤ dcut in a breadth-first search (BFS) manner from
pANN . During this, we compute approximate l-NN objects
(nodes) of p among accessed objects (nodes) in an insertion
case, where l = O(logm).
1. ANN search phase. This phase has two objectives: finding
pANN of p to obtain a start node of BFS and obtaining a path

from pstart to pANN to obtain a monotonic path to p. Let
E(pi) be a set of edges held by pi.

1) Given the start node pstart = pi, we compute

p′ = argmin
{pj | (pi,pj)∈E(pi)}∪ {pi}

dist(p, pj). (4)

2) If pi ̸= p′, we move to p′, maintain a path (i.e., an ordered
set R = {pstart, ...}), and repeat the same operation (by
setting p′ = pi). Otherwise, pi = pANN .

Note that, during this computation, if pj , where (pi, pj) ∈
E(pi), has dist(p, pj) ≤ 1.5 · dcut, we insert pj into a
queue Qrange. Recall that each node px holds objects py
such that dist(px, py) ≤ dcut

2 . Therefore, for a node pj where
dist(p, pj) ≤ 1.5 · dcut, there may exist py ∈ Sj such that
dist(p, py) ≤ dcut, from triangle inequality.

2. Range search phase. If dist(p, pANN ) ≤ 1.5 · dcut, BFS is
done from pANN .

1) We traverse our graph from pANN by using Qrange, and
iff an accessed node pi has dist(p, pi) ≤ 1.5 · dcut, pi
is inserted into Qrange. In addition, iff pi ∈ Pactive and
dist(p, pi) ≤ dcut, ρ̂ and ρ̂i are updated. Also, each object
pj ∈ Si can have dist(p, pj) ≤ dcut. We therefore insert
⟨pi, dist(p, pi)⟩ into a verification set V .

2) After the BFS terminates, we focus on each pj ∈ Si,
where ⟨pi, dist(p, pi)⟩ ∈ V . If dist(p, pi) ≤ dcut

2 , it is
guaranteed that all pj ∈ Si have dist(p, pj) ≤ dcut. We
hence update their approximate local densities without
distance computation. Otherwise, for each pj ∈ Si, we
compute dist(p, pj) and update ρ̂ and ρ̂j if necessary.

Note that, in an insertion case, we compute the object pmax

with the highest approximate local density among the objects
whose approximate local densities are updated.

Analysis. We analyze the time complexity of our approximate
local density update algorithm.

THEOREM 3. Let x be the exact local density of p with radius
of 1.5 ·dcut. Furthermore, let h be the path length from pstart
to pANN , i.e., |R| = h. Our local density update algorithm
requires O(h logm+ x) time.

PROOF. The degree of our graph index is O(logm), so the
ANN search phase needs h × O(logm) = O(h logm) time.
The time of the range search phase is clearly O(x), because
it accesses objects pi such that dist(p, pi) ≤ 1.5 · dcut. □

Because dist(p, pANN ) is small, p tends to have the same
answer in Equation (4) as pANN . This means that R is
usually the monotonic path from pstart to pANN . Since, as we
demonstrate later, our graph has the property that the expected
length of the monotonic path is O(logm), the expected time
of our local density update algorithm is O(log2 m + x) in
practice. In addition, because dcut is also small in practice [6],
we have x ≈ O(ρ̂). Hence, the performance of this algorithm
empirically depends (almost) only on the approximate local
density of a new or deleted object, and is much faster than
O(n) (since x ≪ n).



B. Index Update

We present our index update algorithm that makes a mono-
tonic path with an O(logm) length property.

The algorithm. Consider a deletion case of p. If p belongs to
Si, we simply remove p from Si. If and only if p is a node,
we do nothing, i.e., p is not deleted from the index. When
we compute approximate local density, we check whether p ∈
Pactive, thus this non-deletion is not an issue3.

Next, consider an insertion case of p. If dist(p, pANN ) ≤
dcut

2 , p is inserted into SANN , and the index update is over.
Otherwise, p becomes a node. Recall that our local density
update algorithm obtains approximate l-NNs of p, where l =
O(logm). We create undirected edges between p and its l-
NNs. Next, we determine the level of p, denoted by L(p).
Given a random probability r,

L(p) = min e s.t.
1

2e
≤ r. (5)

Our local density update algorithm also obtains the path R =
{pstart, pi, ..., pANN}. Let pj ∈ R be the nearest neighbor of
p with one of the levels ∈ [1, L(p)] in R. For each pj , we
create undirected edges between p and pj .

Correctness and time complexity. We first present the
monotonicity of R.

LEMMA 1. The path R = {pstart, pi, ..., pANN} obtained by
our local density update algorithm is a monotonic path.

PROOF. Given a node pi, Equation (4) proves that we take only
a node pj such that dist(p, pi) > dist(p, pj), where p is a new
object. It is thus ensured that dist(p, pstart) > dist(p, pi) >
· · · > dist(p, pANN ). □

As pANN is included in l-NNs of p, it is easy to see that p
has a monotonic path from pstart. We next demonstrate that
the expected length of this path is O(logm).

LEMMA 2. The expected length of the monotonic path from
pstart to p is O(logm).

PROOF. Equation (5) and edge creation in R suggest that the
monotonic path between the start node and a node constitutes
a skip list [35]. Because its expected search complexity is
O(logm) for a sequence of m objects, this lemma is clear. □

It is obvious that the index update time is at most O(h),
where h = |R|. As claimed before, O(h) ≈ O(logm). In
practice, we usually have dist(p, pANN ) ≤ dcut

2 , meaning that
p does not become a node and belongs to SANN . Therefore,
in many cases, this index update time is O(1).

C. Dependent Object Update

Again, our idea for quick dependency relationships update
is to employ an optimistic approach. Let pi′ be an approximate
dependent object of pi before we have a new object p.
Basically, if pi still has ρ̂i < ρ̂i′ after the insertion of p, we
do not update its approximate dependent object. Below, we

3We experimentally confirmed that the number of cases of p being a node
is ≪ n (e.g., less than 1% of million-scale updates).

present how to update dependency relationships, and use q̂i to
denote an approximate dependent object of pi.
Insertion case. Assume that we have a new object p, and let
N̂ be a set of objects whose approximate local densities are
updated due to the insertion of p. In this case, we update the
approximate dependent object of pi ∈ N̂ such that ρ̂i > ρ̂i′ .
(The objects /∈ N̂ keep the same dependency relationships,
because their local density do not change.) Recall that, we
compute pmax = argmaxp∈N̂i

ρ̂ during local density update.
Case 1: pi ̸= pmax. We set q̂i = pmax. This is because, from
triangle inequality, dist(pi, pmax) ≤ 2·dcut, i.e., they are close
(because dcut is small). Also, if pj ∈ N̂ has dist(pj , pmax) <
dist(pj , pj′), we set q̂j = pmax.
Case 2: pi = pmax and ρ̂i > ρ̂i′ . This case faces a
computational challenge, because we do not know any objects
that are close to pmax and have higher approximate local
densities than ρ̂max. Observe that such pmax would have a
higher approximate local density than objects existing around
it. To find its approximate dependent object, it is desirable to
access only objects with high approximate local densities.

To this end, for each insertion, we insert pmax having case 2
into a cache object set C (when pmax is deleted, it is removed
from C). Notice that C contains objects with high approximate
local densities in each space of Pactive, and |C| ≤ n (|C| ≪
n in practice). If pmax has case 2, we compute the nearest
neighbor object with higher local density than ρmax in C. At
the same time, if pj ∈ C has ρ̂j < ρmax and dist(pj , pmax) <
dist(pj , q̂j), we set q̂j = pmax.
THEOREM 4. In an insertion case, our approximate dy-
namic DPC algorithm updates dependency relationships in
O(h logm+x) time if pmax does not have case 2. Otherwise,
it needs O(n) time.
PROOF. If pmax does not have case 2, we need O(ρ̂) time
to update dependency relationships, since |N̂ | = ρ+ 1. Then,
the time of this case is obvious from Theorem 3. If pmax has
case 2, its dependent object update incurs O(|C|) time. As
|C| ≤ n, this theorem holds. □

Deletion case. Assume that p is removed. In this deletion, we
can have pi /∈ N̂ and pi′ ∈ N̂ , where pi′ is the previous
approximate dependent object of pi. In this case, denoted by
case 3, we may have ρ̂i ≥ ρ̂i′ . If so, we have to update the
dependent object of pi. Otherwise, we have ρ̂i < ρ̂i′ , so we
do nothing.
LEMMA 3. Except for case 3, we always have ρ̂i < ρ̂i′ in
deletion cases.
PROOF. Notice that we have ρ̂i < ρ̂i′ before p is removed.
If pi ∈ N̂ and pi′ ∈ N̂ , both ρ̂i and ρ̂i′ decrease due to
the removal of p, so we still have ρ̂i < ρ̂i′ . The case where
pi /∈ N̂ and pi′ /∈ N̂ is also the same result. Last, if pi ∈ N̂
and pi′ /∈ N̂ , only ρ̂i decreases, so we have ρ̂i < ρ̂i′ . □

Case 3: pi /∈ N̂ where ρ̂i > ρ̂i′ . We retrieve an object pj
such that ρ̂i < ρ̂j and dist(pi, pj) ≤ 2 ·dcut. Our approximate
range search algorithm efficiently achieves this. The essential
operations are the same as our local density update. The



differences are that (i) we do not update local densities, (ii)
the radius is 2 · dcut, and (iii) the search terminates when we
find pj .
THEOREM 5. In a deletion case, our approximate dynamic
DPC algorithm updates dependency relationships at most in
O((n−ρ̂)(h logm+x′)) time, where x′ is the average number
of objects returned by our approximate range search of pi
having case 3 with radius of 2 · dcut.
PROOF. Recall that c3 is the number of objects having case
3 when p is deleted. From c3 ≤ n − ρ̂ and Theorem 3, this
theorem holds. □

Remark. Let c3 be the number of objects having case 3 when
p is deleted. It can be intuitively known that we practically
have c3 ≪ n− ρ̂. In addition, thanks to the early termination,
the practical time of an approximate range search for pi having
case 3 is much less than O(h logm+ x′).

Recall Theorem 2, and any approximate dynamic DPC
algorithms cannot provide theoretical guarantees w.r.t. clus-
tering quality unfortunately. However, our algorithm yields
a clustering result with high accuracy in practice, which is
shown in the next section.

VI. EMPIRICAL STUDY

This section presents our experimental results. All experi-
ments were conducted on a Ubuntu 18.04 LTS machine with
3.0GHz Intel Core i9-9900XE CPU and 128GB RAM.
Datasets. We used the following four real dynamic datasets4.
• Gas: 4,208,261 18-D sensor-readings.
• Household: 2,049,280 7-D electric power consumption ob-

jects.
• Mirai: 764,137 115-D network traffic.
• PAMAP2: 2,844,868 51-D physical activity sensor objects.
Objects in the above datasets are sorted in generation order. We
tested several distances, such as L1 and L2 distances, which
are usually used in AI/ML applications [4], [14], [18], [36].
Because the results are similar, we report the results in the case
of L2 (Euclidean) distance, as with existing works considering
metric spaces, e.g., [16], [36]–[40].
Algorithms. Our experiments evaluated
• Semi-static [20], [21]: A state-of-the-art exact algorithm

introduced in Section III,
• EDMStream [19]: A state-of-the-art approximation algo-

rithm (the inner parameter of EDMStream was set by
following the original paper),

• AMD-DPC (Approximate, Metric, and Dynamic DPC): Our
algorithm presented in Section V, and

• DISC [29]: A state-of-the-art density-based (DBSCAN-
based) algorithm for dynamic data. Although, as shown in
Fig. 6, the output of DISC is different from that of DPC,
it is interesting to compare the scalability of AMD-DPC
with that of this state-of-the-art. DISC was used for this
comparison test.

4https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/index.php

The above algorithms were implemented in C++ and compiled
by g++ 7.4.0 with -O3 flag (codes are available in a GitHub
repository5). We do not consider the other density-based
clustering algorithms, such as [23], [41]–[43], as competitors,
because [19], [20] have already shown that DPC provides bet-
ter clustering quality than them. Moreover, these algorithms
cannot deal with metric spaces.
Workload. For each dataset, we generated a sequence of
dataset update as a workload. Given an update, the probability
that it is a deletion (insertion) is s (1 − s). The insertion
order follows the object generation order. When an update is a
deletion, we deleted the oldest object in Pactive. A workload
terminates when all objects in a given dataset are inserted.
By default, s = 0.02, since deletions are rare. The default
values of dcut for Gas, Household, Mirai, and PAMAP2 are
respectively 100, 0.4, 5000, and 2.5, which were set according
to the way in [6].

A. Comparison with State-of-the-art

Because the peak memory of the evaluated algorithms
was less than only 600MB, we report their efficiency and
accuracy.
Efficiency. Fig. 3 plots the average update time of each
algorithm every 10,000 updates. This figure shows how the
update time of each algorithm varies as we have more updates,
thus we can see the scalability of each algorithm.

The result shows that Semi-static is slow and cannot achieve
real-time update even when n is small, as it needs O(n2)
time for each update. (We stopped its experiments before it
completed the workload, since its inefficiency is clear.) For
example, on Gas, when we have 50,000 updates, the average
update time of AMD-DPC is 169,201 times faster than that of
Semi-static.

We turn our attention to approximate DPC algorithms
(EDMStream and AMD-DPC). Fig. 3 confirms that AMD-
DPC significantly outperforms EDMStream. For example,
AMD-DPC completes the workload about 95, 16, 18, and
21 times faster than EDMStream on Gas, Household, Mirai,
and PAMAP2, respectively. From Table II, which shows the
decomposed time of EDMStream and AMD-DPC, we can see
that the ρ comp. of AMD-DPC is much faster than that of
EDMStream. Because x in Theorem 3 is usually small [6], this
speed-up is supported theoretically. (The average index update
times of AMD-DPC on Gas, Household, Mirai, and PAMAP2
are respectively 0.01, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 [msec], thus they
are negligible.) On the other hand, EDMStream incurs O(n)
time to update local densities, and the cost of finding the
nearest seed is not small. Table II clarifies that our optimistic
approach to approximate dependent object update also yields
high efficiency (while keeping high clustering accuracy, as
shown later). As the workload progresses, the (approximate)
local density of each object increases. The update time of
AMD-DPC thereby increases when we have more updates,
and its update time becomes comparatively long when we have

5https://github.com/9PSYAC3kjYB8/Dynamic-DPC
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Fig. 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art. □, ×, +, and △ show Semi-static, EDMStream, AMD-DPC, and DISC, respectively

TABLE II
DECOMPOSED TIME [MSEC]

Gas Household Mirai PAMAP2
Algorithm ρ comp. δ comp. ρ comp. δ comp. ρ comp. δ comp. ρ comp. δ comp.

EDMStream 104.32 105.61 12.98 24.96 78.16 12.27 141.15 59.30
AMD-DPC 0.40 1.79 0.78 1.66 1.16 3.89 0.50 9.00

TABLE III
RAND INDEX

Gas Household Mirai PAMAP2
EDMStream 0.88 0.52 0.65 0.69
AMD-DPC 0.90 0.97 0.99 0.94

TABLE IV
NMI

Gas Household Mirai PAMAP2
EDMStream 0.74 0.16 0.26 0.40
AMD-DPC 0.71 0.89 0.99 0.73

large local densities. This result suggests that its usual time
complexity is Õ(ρ̂).

Last, we see that AMD-DPC is much more scalable than
DISC, and DISC is too sensitive to the distribution of up-
date points. (We terminated DISC on Gas, Household, and
PAMAP2 before it completed the workload, because its scal-
ability is clearly inferior to that of AMD-DPC.) In addition,
DISC incurs Ω(n) time for a single update in metric spaces, so
this result is reasonable. We do not consider DISC anymore,
as it could not complete the workload for large datasets within
a reasonable time.

Accuracy. We show Rand index and NMI of EDMStream and
AMD-DPC in Tables III and IV, respectively. (As we early
terminated DISC due to its inefficiency, we do not consider
its accuracy.) The result clarifies that AMD-DPC outperforms
EDMStream in terms of both update time and accuracy (except
for NMI on Gas but still competitive). AMD-DPC yields a

clustering result with high accuracy. This demonstrates that
the optimistic approach in AMD-DPC effectively reduces the
update time (see Table II) while avoiding clustering quality
degradation. In addition, our new approximate range search
also supports the high clustering accuracy of AMD-DPC.
The average recall of approximate local density in AMD-
DPC is 0.94, 0.97, 0.90, and 0.98 on Gas, Household, Mirai,
and PAMAP2, respectively6. Our approximate range search
provides high recall. The distribution of local densities is thus
preserved, then the cluster centers of AMD-DPC are obtained
in positions very near the exact ones.

B. Parameter Sensitivity

Varying dcut. Fig. 4 reports how the cutoff distance dcut
affects the update time. (Due to space limitation, we omit
accuracy, and it is consistent with the result in Tables III and
IV.) Notice that the update time is the sum of ρ comp. and
δ comp. times. (The update time of AMD-DPC includes its
index time, but, as mentioned before, it is negligible.) When
dcut is larger, ρ̂ of an object p becomes larger while the
number of nodes becomes smaller, because p tends to find
dist(p, pANN ) ≤ dcut

2 . Hence, we observed that the ρ comp.
of AMD-DPC has a small influence of dcut. The δ comp.
time of AMD-DPC mainly depends on c3, and we observed
that a larger dcut provides less (larger) c3 on Gas (Household).
However, the influence of dcut is still small, and we see that
AMD-DPC is robust to dcut.

6EDMStream computes local densities only for seed (sampled) objects, so
we cannot compute recall for EDMStream.
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Fig. 4. Average update time vs. dcut. × and + respectively show EDMStream
and AMD-DPC.
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Fig. 5. Average update time vs. deletion rate. × and + respectively show
EDMStream and AMD-DPC.

Varying deletion rate. Finally, we investigate the impact of
deletion rate s, which is presented in Fig. 5. The update time
of AMD-DPC increases, as s becomes larger. The reason for
this result is simple. When s is larger, AMD-DPC has more
c3, so its update time becomes longer. However, in practice,
an update is essentially an insertion [15], [22] (e.g., streaming
data). The performance of AMD-DPC matches such a practical
case. Notice that, even if deletion rate is comparatively large,
e.g., 20%, the update time of AMD-DPC is still small and
much faster than that of EDMStream.

VII. RELATED WORK

Density-peaks clustering. Section III has already introduced
the state-of-the-art dynamic DPC algorithms, so we review
other existing techniques for DPC. The DPC algorithm was
developed in [6], and it has found many applications, as
introduced in Section I. In addition, some works, e.g., [1],

(a) DPC (b) DBSCAN

Fig. 6. Clustering result on S4. DPC successfully obtains the clusters, while
DBSCAN does not work well.

[14], [44], [45], proposed variants of DPC, but we follow the
original definition for the dynamic DPC.

Because [6] has not provided an algorithm to efficiently
obtain the clustering result, some works have devised efficient
algorithms. Zhang et al. [28] developed an LSH-based MapRe-
duce algorithm. Rasool et al. [46] devised some heuristic
pruning techniques that work on static datasets. [9] proposed
some sub-quadratic algorithms for static DPC. These algo-
rithms assume only the Euclidean space. Bai et al. proposed
a pruning technique for efficiently computing local densities
and dependent objects [47]. This technique, however, incurs
O(n2) time.

Other density-based clustering. There are other density-
based clustering algorithms for dynamic data [48]. For ex-
ample, DenStream [41], D-Stream [42], MR-Stream [43], and
DBSTREAM [23] are DBSCAN-based algorithms with ad-hoc
definitions. They essentially assume (low-dimensional) Eu-
clidean spaces, but our algorithm does not have this limitation.
In addition, it has been confirmed in [19] that EDMStream is
faster than these algorithms. DISC [29] can deal with metric
spaces, but we demonstrated that AMD-DPC scales much
better than DISC.

One main difference between DPC and DBSCAN is that
DPC can identify a space having density-peak as one cluster.
Focus on Fig. 1(a). DPC can catch two clusters (left and
right bottom ones) although there are close objects between
the clusters. This is useful for applications, because the two
clusters are obviously different observations. On the other
hand, DBSCAN essentially connects such close objects, thus
may consider these two clusters as one cluster. To clarify this
more, we use dataset S4 [49], which has 15 Gaussian clusters
existing close each other. Fig. 6 depicts the clustering results
of DPC and DBSCAN (we set their parameters so that we
have 15 clusters via OPTICS [50]). DPC clearly identifies 15
clusters, whereas DBSCAN merges all clusters, i.e., fails to
cluster S4 well because of its drawback described above.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Mining features and events from dynamically generated
data is important. The effectiveness of density-peaks clustering
(DPC) for this operation has been becoming well known.
Motivated by this, this paper addressed the problem of DPC
on dynamic data.



We first proved that the hardness of this problem: any exact
solutions incur Ω(n) time for a single update (insertion or
deletion). We next demonstrated that faster update time with
a theoretical clustering quality guarantee cannot be achieved.
Then we proposed an approximation algorithm that provides a
faster update time and an empirically accurate clustering result.
Our experiments on real datasets confirm that our algorithm
is accurate and much faster than state-of-the-art.
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